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ABSTRACT  
 
 
 
 

Despite the importance of social capital to political science research, conventional means of 

measuring it are subject to a range of problems, including nonresponse bias, declining validity 

over time, and/or a lack of conceptual coherence. We argue that, in the case of the United States, 

rates of response to the decennial census represent a powerful yet overlooked measure for 

aggregate social capital. In this research note, we elaborate a theoretical rationale for the measure 

and empirically validate it, showing across multiple data sets and levels of geographic 

aggregation that census response rates strongly predict various dimensions of social capital. Our 

findings highlight an important opportunity for social capital scholars to use existing 

governmental data to better measure geospatial variation in a key social science construct. 
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 In this special edition research note, we explore the use of census response rate (CRR) 

data collected by the U.S. Census Bureau as a measure of aggregate social capital. We select this 

topic because the rate of response to the Census is currently understudied; yet, as our analysis 

will demonstrate, it is a particularly powerful proxy measure of community norms of social trust 

and reciprocity, as well engagement in community social and organizational life. Beyond the 

virtue of being readily available and free to use, census response is a direct behavioral measure 

of these concepts, rather than a self-reported measure subject to nonresponse bias, social 

desirability or other forms of bias. Likewise, use of this single measure is much more 

parsimonious in capturing aggregate levels of social capital than prior efforts that measure the 

phenomenon through multiple contextual indicators of known relevance to trust (e.g., residential 

mobility rates, commuting times, education levels, racial diversity, etc.). Further, as CRR data 

are derived from a census, there is no sampling error; this allows for precision at very low levels 

of aggregation. For all of these reasons, we believe CRRs represent a boon to scholars of social 

capital and merit closer attention. 

 In the following sections, we provide a brief theoretical foundation for the 

correspondence between the phenomena of social trust and census response, including a review 

of prior work employing the measure. Next, we elaborate on the methodological virtues of this 

measure over others. We follow this section with an analysis that proceeds in three parts. First, 

utilizing the 2000 Social Capital Benchmark Survey (SCBS) and the 2006 Social Capital 

Community Survey (SCCS), we demonstrate that CRRs calculated at the census tract-level 

significantly predict tract-level estimates of social capital. Second, we corroborate these results 

with the 1994-95 Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods (PHDCN) 

Community Survey, where we demonstrate that CRRs calculated at the neighborhood-level 
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significantly predict various measures of neighborhood social capital. Last, we demonstrate that 

state-level estimates of CRR strongly correlate with established measures of state-level social 

capital. We conclude by discussing possible applications for this measure across various areas of 

research in political science. 

CAPTURING SOCIAL CAPITAL WITH CENSUS RESPONSE 

 At its core, research on social capital is premised on the idea that healthy democratic 

societies rest on a bedrock culture of civic and social engagement. Putnam defines social capital 

in terms of a community’s interconnected social networks, as well as community-wide norms of 

reciprocity and trustworthiness (Putnam, 1995). The more interconnected the community’s social 

networks, the more its citizens are able to overcome problems of collective action and effectively 

lobby government for their interests. Of the many contributions offered by the social capital 

literature, one has been the measurement of aggregate levels of social capital. Such measures 

enable researchers to compare social capital across neighborhoods, cities, states, nations, etc.; to 

evaluate the antecedents of aggregate social capital (Keele, 2005); and perhaps most importantly, 

to employ such measures in explaining spatial variation in a variety of outcomes of interest, such 

as political trust (Keele, 2007), racial inequalities in education, incarceration, political 

participation rates (Hero, 2003), economic development (Grootaert & Van Bastelaer, 2002), and 

government performance (Andrews, 2011; Knack, 2002; Knack & Keefer, 1997; Putnam, 1993). 

Despite its conceptual importance, the means used to measure the concept have drawn 

significant criticism. Aggregate measures of social capital are typically constructed from 

individual-level data. For example, an initial measure offered by Putnam (1993) in his landmark 

study of Italian regions aggregates survey respondents’ self-report of their involvement with 

social or civic organizations as a measure of the level of civic engagement in a community. One 
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criticism of this type of measure, however, is that it fails to capture an important generational 

change in the mode of engagement, and thus misrepresents "civic decline," as younger cohorts of 

citizens in the 21st century have actually remained engaged in civic life, but engage in less formal 

organizations and participate through less conventional mediums (see Dalton, 2008). Thus, this 

type of approach to measuring aggregate social capital may no longer capture the full breadth of 

civic life. As an alternative, scholars have employed measures based on aggregation of 

individually reported levels of social trust, which may share similar weaknesses (e.g., Keele, 

2005, 2007). 

An even deeper problem with both of these aforementioned measures of social capital is 

that, given their reliance on individual-level survey data, the measures are subject to nonresponse 

bias. Roughly concurrent with the decline in social capital and trust is a decline in survey 

response rates (Curtin et al., 2005). Indeed, the individual-level decision to respond to surveys 

has been shown to be associated with precisely the sort of pro-social attitudes and behaviors that 

are meant to be captured by survey items designed to measure social capital. For example, 

Keeter and colleagues, (2006) find evidence that a survey with comparatively higher levels of 

nonresponse leads to overestimates of social trust, the strength of partisanship, voter turnout, and 

other items indicating political interest and participation. 

The potential problem of nonresponse bias, however, can be turned into an asset: if the 

likelihood of response is associated with pro-social, trusting, civic-oriented behavior, then 

measuring variation in aggregate response rates to surveys themselves may be an optimal 

strategy for capturing social trust and reciprocity. Given the scope and sheer number of 

respondents, we argue that the US Census represents an ideal source of information about 

aggregate levels of survey response and thus a measure of social capital. Ours is not the first 
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study to suggest a relationship between census response and social capital. A study of the 1990 

census found that individual census response was associated with belonging to a civic 

organization (Couper et al., 1998). Prior work has argued that the Census is a type of public 

good, and thus census response is a form of social cooperation in the production of this good 

(Thompson, 1991); as such, census response and spatial variation in response rates can be 

viewed as capturing variation in "civic" or "cooperative" norms in a given community (Knack & 

Kropf, 1998; Knack, 2002).  

Past work has attempted to validate this line of reasoning empirically by demonstrating 

that county-level CRR serves as a significant predictor of individual-level generalized social 

trust, as well as individual voter turnout (Knack & Kropf 1998). This earlier work, however, 

leaves significant opportunity for more thorough validation. For one, as more recent research on 

social context has shown, the U.S. county is too large, and thus too heterogeneous, a geographic 

unit to effectively measure local community or neighborhood context (e.g., Oliver & 

Mendelberg, 2000; Oliver & Wong, 2003). Thus, the attempt of Knack and Kropf (1998) to 

validate the use of CRR as a measure of social capital via its use as a contextual predictor of 

individual attitudes and behavior leaves a significant degree of uncertainty about their results 

given their use of county-level data. To be sure, the existence of intra-county variation in census 

response at the tract-level1 leaves open to question whether individual respondents actually 

reside in neighborhoods with response rates on par with those of their county as a whole, and 

thus, whether county-level correlations between response rates and outcomes of interest are 

driven by an omitted variable. 

                                                
1 As just one illustration of this problem, take Baldwin County, Alabama.  The census response rate for the county in 
2000 is 54%, however, the response rate among tracts within this county range from 86% to 46%. 
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In short, one definite improvement over past research, and a step forward in the 

validation of the use of CRRs as a measure of aggregate social capital, is to evaluate census 

response at a smaller level of geographic aggregation approximating a "neighborhood," such as 

the census tract2. Indeed, such a study could determine whether the observed relationship found 

by Knack and Kropf (1998) between generalized social trust and county CRRs hold when using 

tract-level response rates. An additional concern is that Knack and Kropf rely upon a measure of 

generalized social trust from the 1992 National Election Study (NES), which taps trust in "people 

in general." With the release of data such as the 1994-95 PHDCN Community Survey and the 

2000 and 2006 Social Capital Surveys, however, scholars were provided with large-N datasets 

containing a wealth of finer-grained attitudinal and behavioral measures, such as trust 

specifically in one's neighbors, self-reported level of interaction with one's neighbors, and 

perhaps most importantly, perceived community-level civic cooperation. Usage of such finer-

grained items in validity tests represents yet another avenue for advancing our understanding of 

the validity of CRRs as a measure of community social capital, particularly if relationships are 

empirically assessed between such measures and tract-level response rate data. 

SOCIAL CAPITAL SURVEYS 

 As an initial validation effort, we drew upon the 2000 SCBS and the 2006 SCCS3 to 

generate census tract-level estimates for each survey of several constructs theorized to capture 

social capital. One benefit of using these surveys is that they contain identical measures of our 

                                                
2 Whereas the density and size of population varies widely across counties in the US, census tracts are geographic 
subdivisions of counties that are specifically designed to represent a relatively homogeneous sub-population to 
facilitate comparison across cases (US Census 2012). Census tracts range in population from 1,200 to 8,000, but as a 
design goal are meant to include roughly 4,000. By contrast, US counties range from less than 100 to nearly 10 
million in population and were clearly not designed with comparability in mind. 
3 Both surveys were conducted by the Saguaro Seminar at the John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard 
University, and relied upon telephone interviews  with RDD samples. The 2000 SCBS contains a nationally 
representative sample joined with samples from 41 U.S. communities (total N=29,233); the 2006 SCCS contains a 
nationally representative sample joined with samples from 22 U.S. Communities (total N=12,100). For more 
information about these surveys, see: http://www.hks.harvard.edu/saguaro/communitysurvey/   
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variables of interest, and thus afford a unique opportunity for replication tests. In line with prior 

theorizing about the core dimensions of social capital, we focus on neighborhood-specific 

measures of interpersonal trust, informal sociability, and community organizational life (Putnam 

2000), as well as collective efficacy (Sampson et al. 1997). Further, as Putnam's (1993) 

conceptualization of neighborhood social capital placed importance upon the existence of 

interpersonal trust that "facilitates coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit," we also 

measured perceived neighborhood social cooperation4. For each of these variables, we generated 

tract-level estimates from individual survey response data using multilevel regression and 

poststratification (MRP)5 (Park et al. 2004; Warshaw and Rodden 2012). For each of the 

N=9,981 census tracts in the 2000 SCBS and the N=4,638 census tracts in the 2006 SCCS, the 

MRP procedure yielded estimates of the percentage of residents within each tract that trust their 

neighbors (Trust in Neighbors), talk to or visit with their neighbors several times a month or 

more (Interaction w/ Neighbors), perceive themselves as having an impact in making their 

                                                
4 For both surveys, trust in neighbors is measured by the item (TRNEI) asking respondents to report their level of 
trust in the people in their neighborhood; this item ranges from (1)-"Not at all" to (4)-"A lot." Interaction with 
neighbors (i.e., informal sociability) is measured using an item (NEISCO) asking respondents to report how often 
they talk with or visit their immediate neighbors; this item ranges from (1)-"Never" to (7)-"Just about every day." 
Collective efficacy is measured with an item (EFFCOM) asking respondents: "Overall, how much impact do you 
think people like you can have in making your community a better place to live"; this item ranges from (1)-"No 
impact at all" to (4)-"A big impact." Perceived civic cooperation is measured with an item (COOP) asking 
respondents to report how likely it would be for people in their community to cooperate to save water or electricity 
if asked by government during an emergency; this item ranges from (1)-"Very unlikely" to (5)-"Very likely."  
5 Multilevel regression with post-stratification (MRP) is a procedure that estimates aggregate quantities of interest 
via a two-stage predictive model that incorporates both individual-level survey data and local area demographics. 
The first stage of the procedure involves fitting a multilevel model that predicts a dichotomous outcome observable 
in an individual-level survey, estimating random effects for a set of demographic variables (in our case, gender, race 
and educational attainment), some level of aggregation (in our case, the census tract), and an aggregate-level 
predictor (in our case, tract-level median income). From this model, the incidence of the outcome (in our case, a 
range of indicators of social capital, coded dichotomously) can be predicted for any value and combination of 
variables whose random effect has been estimated. As census data provides the joint frequency of residents’ 
demographics in a given tract (as well as aggregate indicators of each tract, such as median income) the predicted 
probabilities estimated by the model can be weighted by their actual proportion in the census. These estimates have 
been shown to significantly improve on conventional means of estimating public opinion at levels of aggregation for 
which representatively sampled surveys are not commonly conducted. (For a more full discussion, see: Park, 
Gelman and Bafumi 2004;  Lax and Phillips 2009; Warshaw and Rodden 2012; and Ghitza and Gelman 2013) 
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community a better place to live (Collective Efficacy), perceive it as likely that people in their 

community would cooperate to save water or electricity in the midst of an emergency (Perceived 

Cooperation), and participate in a neighborhood/block/homeowner association or crime watch 

group (Neighborhood Association). Additionally, for each survey, we created a composite 

measure of social capital at the tract-level comprised of tract-level estimates of neighborhood 

trust, interaction, collective efficacy, and perceived cooperation6. 

 As estimates yielded from the MRP procedure are percentage point estimates (e.g., the 

percent of individuals within a tract that trust their neighbors), we estimated regression models 

with beta-distributed dependent variables. Tables 1 and 2 present the results from bivariate and 

multivariate regression analyses of the effect of tract-level CRR obtained from the 2000 

Decennial Census7 on our tract-level social capital estimates. For ease of interpretation, CRR and 

all other tract-level controls were recoded to range from 0 to 1. In each table, for each dependent 

variable, the first column presents the beta coefficient for CRR from a bivariate regression, while 

the second column presents beta coefficients from multivariate analyses including a host of 

contextual control variables of established importance in predicting social capital (e.g. Putnam 

                                                
6For both the 2000 and 2006 surveys, a factor analysis of the five tract-level social capital variables revealed that, 
with the exception of Neighborhood Association, each estimated variable strongly tap into a single latent factor, with 
each of the four variables achieving a factor loading of .82 or higher. Further, these high factor loadings occurred on 
a factor which was the only factor to achieve an Eigenvalue greater than 1; this factor had an Eigenvalue of 3.35, 
with each of the other factors achieving Eigenvalues of .5 or less. Given this, we utilize these four estimated items to 
generate a composite measure of social capital in each census tract. The composite measure is the Bartlett factor 
score for each tract on the latent factor measured by neighborhood trust, interaction, efficacy, and perceived 
cooperation. Higher values on this measure correspond to greater levels of social capital. 
7 In enumerating the 2000 Decennial Census, agents of the US Census Bureau either mailed or delivered paper 
census forms to all non-vacant housing units in areas that were able to return the forms by mail (‘mailback areas’). 
These questionnaires included postage paid, self-addressed envelopes for their return. All units able to receive mail 
received a notice roughly a week in advance of the form’s delivery and a reminder postcard roughly 2 weeks 
afterward. The response rate we cite in this study (technically, the ‘mail return rate’) represents the proportion of 
housing units in mailback areas that returned the census form by a cutoff date of April 18 (2-6 weeks after 
questionnaires were delivered). Importantly, this parameter captures the rate at which census forms were returned 
prior to additional follow-up by Bureau agents to target those who were slow to respond. According to Stackhouse 
and Brady, this rate represents the best available measure of respondent cooperation (2003). The national mail return 
rate was 74.1 percent, or roughly 75 million mail returns by the cutoff. 
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2007). As information about median household income, education, gender, and race (e.g., white, 

black, Asian) were incorporated into our MRP model estimating each aggregate social capital 

outcome measure, we exclude measures of these as controls in the multivariate regression 

analyses presented here. 

 The results across Tables 1 and 2 reveal that an increase in CRR is associated with a 

significant increase in all measured dimensions of tract-level social capital. The bottom row of 

each table presents the magnitude of the effect of CRR on each variable; as can be seen, CRR 

exerts substantively meaningful effects, though the magnitude of these effects are diminished 

with the addition of controls. Across both datasets, CRR exerts the largest effect on 

neighborhood trust; indeed, after controlling for many tract-level characteristics, a 0 to 1 increase 

in CRR is associated with 21 and 15 percentage point increases in trust. Further, in looking at the 

effect of CRR on Social Capital Scores, we see that CRR exerts extremely large effects in the 

bivariate models and moderately large effects in the multivariate models. These initial analyses 

provide unprecedented evidence of the connection between CRR and neighborhood social 

capital. Across two separate surveys and several measures capturing distinct theoretical 

dimensions of social capital, we find that CRR is strongly predictive of social capital. What is 

important to reiterate is that the effect of CRR is observed after controlling for a substantial 

range of relevant contextual variables, thus mitigating concern that response rates might be 

capturing the effect of an omitted variable.8 

1994-95 PROJECT ON HUMAN DEVELOPMENT IN CHICAGO NEIGHBORHOODS 
COMMUNITY SURVEY 
 

                                                
8 While our results for response rates are subject to concerns over endogeneity due to self-selection, for present 
purposes, inferences about causal direction are not the relevant concern.  Rather, our interest is in demonstrating a 
significant relationship, thus validating the use of CRR as a measure of aggregate social capital.	
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 To provide additional validation for the use of CRR as a measure of social capital, we 

draw upon the 1994-95 PHDCN Community Survey to assess whether CRRs serve as a 

significant predictor of neighborhood social capital. The 1994-95 Chicago Community Survey is 

comprised of a representative sample of N=8,782 Chicago city residents residing across N=343 

"neighborhood clusters" (each of which may contain multiple census tracts)9. Within each 

neighborhood cluster, the principal investigators of this survey aggregated individual responses 

to various social capital related questions in order to generate various measures of social capital 

at the neighborhood cluster-level. In addition to providing a distinct means to replicate our 

findings, these data have other desirable qualities that strengthen the validity of our findings. 

While our prior analysis drew on data gathered from large but more sparsely sampled surveys 

that required MRP to get meaningful estimates at the appropriate level of aggregation, these 

estimates are based on responses to a geographically focused survey sampled so as to be 

representative at a low level of aggregation (i.e., the ‘neighborhood cluster’). This means they 

have the benefit of a larger average number of respondents per cluster (N≅ 25) than the average 

number of respondents per tract in our prior analyses.  

 We utilize six separate measures constructed by Earl et al. (1995) to capture 

neighborhood civic life: (1) Social Capital, (2) Social Ties, (3) Social Cohesion, (4) Social 

Control, (5) Organizational Participation, and (6) Neighborhood Activism. Additionally, to 

conduct a discriminant validity test, we also draw upon a constructed aggregate measure of 

neighborhood (1) Social Disorder, and (2) Social Anomie. Each measure is a scale comprised of 

selected survey questions, and individual scale values were aggregated up to the neighborhood-

                                                
9 Neighborhood clusters were constructed by the authors of the study to represent ecologically meaningful, 
internally homogeneous neighborhoods. Each neighborhood cluster contained  roughly 9 city blocks, and were 
comprised of geographic portions of as few as one census tract and as many as 16 tracts. For more information about 
the construction of these clusters, see: http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/PHDCN/ 
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cluster level to generate cluster estimates of these measures. Social Capital, as constructed by the 

survey authors, is comprised of items tapping how acquainted adults are with children in the 

neighborhood, as well as the extent to which adults cooperate to look after neighborhood 

children. Social Ties measures the extent of informal social interaction and in-home visitation 

within a neighborhood, and Social Cohesion measures the intimacy of neighborly relations and 

levels of trust and shared values among people in a neighborhood. Social Control taps into the 

extent of collective action within a neighborhood to exert control over children, deviant 

behaviors, and to maintain community public goods, such as a fire station. Organizational 

Participation measures the extent of organizational activities (e.g., religious, neighborhood 

watch, civic, Ward meetings, etc.) in the neighborhood, and Neighborhood Activism measures 

the extent to which people in a neighborhood report contact with local politicians and 

participated in efforts to address problems in the neighborhood. Social Disorder captures the 

extent to which residents in a neighborhood report litter, broken bottles, graffiti, deserted houses 

and storefronts, and drug and alcohol-use as a problem in the neighborhood. Last, Social Anomie 

measures the extent to which residents in a neighborhood report a lack of concern for law and 

order, toleration of disorderly conduct, and endorsement of hedonistic values10. 

 It is important to reiterate that these measures were constructed by the authors of the 

Chicago Community Survey; for our present purpose, we use them as "convenience measures" 

enabling us to perform additional tests of whether CRRs positively correlate to various 

dimensions of neighborhood social capital, as well as whether CRRs negatively correlate with 

aggregate perceived disorder or reported social anomie. Each scale is continuous, and was 

recoded to range from 0 to 1. To assess the impact of CRRs on these various measures, we 

                                                
10 For more information about these constructed scales, see the survey codebook available at: 
http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/PHDCN/ 
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estimated the 1990 CRR of each neighborhood cluster by taking the average of the CRR for each 

census tract included in each cluster and weighting each tract CRR estimates by the total 

population in that specific tract relative to the total population in the neighborhood cluster. The 

resultant neighborhood cluster-level measure of CRR is the weighted average CRR for the tracts 

in each neighborhood cluster; for ease of interpretation, this variable, along with all other control 

variables, was recoded to range from 0 to 1. We estimated eight separate models—one for each 

dependent variable—and present the results in Figure 1. Each of the eight models included 

cluster-level controls for median income, education levels, unemployment, % black, % foreign 

born, homeownership rates, residential mobility and long distance commuting, reported crime 

victimization, and total population11.  

 The results in Figure 1 reveal that an increase in CRR in a neighborhood is associated 

with a significant increase in all measured dimensions of neighborhood social capital. 

Additionally, the results reveal that an increase in CRR is associated with a significant decrease 

in aggregate perceptions of social disorder and reported levels of social anomie. These findings 

serve as a source of convergent and discriminant validity for the use of CRR as an indicator of 

social capital. These results also serve to corroborate those from the Social Capital Surveys using 

a well-known survey in the social capital literature. Moreover, they demonstrate that the 

systematic relationship of CRR to social capital holds when using different measures of social 

capital, different units of geographic analysis, and  in both nationally-sampled datasets and a 

more focused analysis of a specific urban area. 

 
 

                                                
11 These variables were created at the neighborhood cluster-level by taking the average of their values in all census 
tracts included in each neighborhood cluster.  All tract-level data for this analysis, including CRR, were obtained 
from the 1990 Decennial Census.  
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STATE-LEVEL CENSUS RESPONSE RATE AND CURRENT STATE SOCIAL 
CAPITAL INDICES 
 
 As a final effort to validate the use of CRR as a measure of social capital, we assess the 

correlation between CRR at the state-level and existing measures of state-level social capital. 

While the previous analyses demonstrate the link between CRR and social capital at the 

neighborhood level, this analysis will test whether tract-level CRR data, when aggregated up to 

the state-level, relate to existing social capital measures at the state-level. While one of the 

strengths of using CRR is its low level of aggregation, allowing for fine-grained measurement 

and a much higher degree of observable variation, it is worth demonstrating the robustness of 

this measure at higher levels of aggregation by validating it against prior measures of state social 

capital. For this analysis, we rely upon Putnam's (2000) state-level measure of social capital in 

2000, as well as a more recent state-level measure offered by Hawes et al. (2012). Figure 2 

presents the correlation between state CRR and each of these state-level measures. Starting with 

Putnam's measure (Panel A), we observe a very strong correlation(r= .73). Turning to Panel B, 

we observe a more modest, yet moderately high correlation between CRR and state social capital 

(r=0.54). One possible explanation for these differences lies in the divergence between Putnam's 

and Hawes and colleagues' measures. For example, Putnam's measure includes five sub-

components of social capital, including social trust, while Hawes and colleagues' measure 

includes only three of these five components, and perhaps most important, lacks measures of 

social trust and informal sociability. Indeed, the correlation between offered by Hawes and 

colleagues and that by Putnam in the year 2000 correlate at .727. In the end, arbitrating between 

these two existing measures is beyond the scope of our analysis; rather, our core prerogative is to 

assess how well state-level CRR relates to established measures. The correlations presented in 

Figure 2 demonstrate a moderate to very strong relationships between CRR and social capital at 
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the state level, thus illustrating the usefulness of CRR as a measure of social capital available for 

analyses of state-level outcomes of interest to social and political scientists. 

DISCUSSION 

 In summary, we argue that CRR represents an untapped resource for researchers to use as 

a measure of social capital. The results of this article provide strong evidence for the validity of 

the measure. We show that census response is associated with aggregated measures of many 

different self-reported behaviors and attitudes that directly indicate social capital in a 

community. We replicate this finding across three large data sets, and a broad variety of 

communities throughout the United States using the best available means of aggregating these 

survey responses to allow for accurate validation at the neighborhood level. We further show that 

CRR is a valid measure of social capital at the state level. Of course, CRR data would be far less 

interesting if its properties were simply as good as prior measures. We contend that CRR 

represents a vast improvement on the state of the art. As a direct measure of behavior it is not 

susceptible to nonresponse bias, thus separating it from existing aggregate measures based upon 

individual responses to surveys. As the product of a government census CRR counts are not 

sampled and thus not susceptible to sampling error like prior measures based on individual-level 

survey responses. And most important, CRR allows for precise measurement at a significantly 

lower level of aggregation than prior measures, without the need to independently mount an 

exceedingly costly social survey project: the data are already being created (and updated, 

presumably in perpetuity) as a by-product of a constitutional obligation of the US government to 

enumerate its citizens. One distinct benefit of this is that scholars interested in analyses of 

outcomes occurring at the local level (e.g., neighborhood, city, county) who wish to analyze 

social capital as either a predictor or outcome have a geographically complete and precise 
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measure. This allows for scholars to avoid the problem of having missing data for geographic 

cases present in their own data but absent in survey data upon which social capital estimates are 

derived. Furthermore, while only collected every 10 years, CRRs are quite stable over time, 

enabling scholars to interpolate values for analyses with data collected between decennial census 

years12. 

APPLICATIONS IN FUTURE RESEARCH 

 Having made significant advances in the validation of CRRs as a measure of aggregate 

social capital, we see several possible applications for these data in future research. For example, 

in the area of political participation, the availability of response rate data at varying levels of 

locality could be used to help clarify the role of cooperative context in shaping the level and 

varying types of participation (electoral, extra-electoral, protest) observed across communities. 

Response rate data could also be employed in explorations of the linkage between diversity and 

social capital. To be sure, a staple finding in past research is that diversity erodes social capital; 

the availability of response rate data at varying geographic levels, however, enables scholars to 

re-test such effects nationally using tract and county levels of aggregation, and to assess at the 

individual level whether "cooperative norms" at the community level condition the impact of 

racial diversification. Lastly, scholars could employ response rates as moderating variables in the 

exploration of the effects of various exogenous shocks to society, such as natural disasters (e.g., 

Hurricane Katrina or Sandy) or more recent, government failures (e.g., the 2013 Government 

Shutdown). The potential negative effects of events such as these, that disrupt the normal 

operation of social institutions, may be shaped by variation across communities in social capital.  

                                                
12 For example, at the tract-level, CRRs in 1990 correlate with CRRs in 2000 at r=.78, and with CRRs in 2010 at 
r=.62.  CRRs in 2000 correlated with CRRs in 2010 at r=.70.   
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Table 1. The Impact of Tract-Level Census Response Rate on Tract-Level Estimates of Social Capital (2000 SCBS) 
  Trust in 

Neighbors 
Interaction w/ 

Neighbors 
Collective  
Efficacy 

Perceived 
Cooperation 

Neighborhood 
Association 

Social Capital  
Score 

Census Response Rate  4.88*** 1.46*** 1.59*** .503*** 1.12*** .615*** 2.64*** .935*** 1.07*** .939*** 5.14*** 1.40*** 
  (.051) (.059) (.017) (.020) (.019) (.028) (.031) (.043) (.041) (.064) (.068) (.083) 
% Pop.>65yrs   -1.35***  -.250***  -.286***  -.905***  -.470***  -1.12*** 
   (.058)  (.020)  (.026)  (.043)  (.059)  (.057) 
Unemployment Rate   -.819***  -.239***  -.194***  -.431***  -.511***  -1.25*** 
   (.062)  (.022)  (.030)  (.045)  (.072)  (.088) 
% Hispanic   -.918***  -.011  -.313***  -.488***  -.728***  -.746*** 
   (.028)  (.010)  (.014)  (.021)  (.033)  (.043) 
% Foreign Born   -.110***  -.410***  -.269***  .064*  .411***  -.445*** 
   (.034)  (.012)  (.016)  (.027)  (.034)  (.046) 
% Housing Owned   .763***  .197***  .166***  .402***  .565***  .758*** 
   (.032)  (.011)  (.015)  (.023)  (.032)  (.039) 
% Lived Different Home   .301***  .230***  .394***  -.052  1.28***  .501*** 
   (.046)  (.015)  (.020)  (.034)  (.043)  (.056) 
% Commute>30mins   -.159***  -.060***  .082***  -.018  .408***  -.216*** 
   (.031)  (.010)  (.014)  (.023)  (.030)  (.035) 
% Single Female Families   -2.83***  -1.04***  -.251***  -1.23***  .421***  -3.02*** 
   (.047)  (.016)  (.022)  (.034)  (.051)  (.064) 
Median Year Built   -.044*  -.063***  -.063***  -.017  -.094***  -.129*** 
   (.019)  (.006)  (.008)  (.014)  (.019)  (.019) 
Total Population   .086  .006  .050  .201***  -.303***  .313*** 
   (.069)  (.023)  (.031)  (.051)  (.065)  (.075) 
Constant   .790***  .705***  .614***  1.85***  -2.83***  -.208** 
   (.058)  (.020)  (.027)  (.043)  (.060)  (.078) 

N  9,907 9,907 9,919 9,919 9,921 9,932 9,480 9,480 9,921 9,921 9.471 9,471 

Effect Size  
            

∆ Pred(Y) due to unit ∆ in 
Census Response Rate  .737 .213 .319 .101 .201 .111 .213 .075 .187 .164 .823 .335 

Notes: Entries in columns 1-5 are coefficients and standard errors from  bivariate and multivariate maximum likelihood regression models with beta-distributed dependent 
variables. Entries in column 6 are coefficients and robust standard errors from bivariate and multivariate GLM models with logit link functions.  
*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001, based upon two-tailed hypothesis tests. 
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Table 2. The Impact of Tract-Level Census Response Rate on Tract-Level Estimates of Social Capital (2006 SCCS) 
  Trust in 

Neighbors 
Interaction w/ 

Neighbors 
Collective  
Efficacy 

Perceived 
Cooperation 

Neighborhood 
Association 

Social Capital  
Score 

Census Response Rate  2.98*** 1.20*** .795*** .143*** .497*** .336*** 1.69*** .805*** .458*** .260*** 3.46*** 1.27*** 
  (.046) (.054) (.018) (.024) (.012) (.017) (.029) (.037) (.042) (.061) (.071) (.070) 
% Pop.>65yrs   -.861***  .091**  -.193***  -.584***  .308***  -.897*** 
   (.071)  (.029)  (.021)  (.049)  (.072)  (.077) 
Unemployment Rate   -.752***  -.362***  -.164***  -.406***  -.747***  -1.36*** 
   (.081)  (.037)  (.026)  (.055)  (.109)  (.148) 
% Hispanic   -1.01***  -.006  -.419***  -.761***  -.836***  -1.36*** 
   (.048)  (.022)  (.016)  (.033)  (.060)  (.084) 
% Foreign Born   .446***  -.020  .284***  .521***  1.14***  .741*** 
   (.061)  (.026)  (.019)  (.043)  (.066)  (.089) 
% Housing Owned   .840***  .088***  .085***  .571***  .467***  .954*** 
   (.048)  (.020)  (.014)  (.033)  (.051)  (.061) 
% Lived Different Home   .639***  .275***  .272***  .366***  .783***  .906*** 
   (.057)  (.023)  (.017)  (.039)  (.057)  (.063) 
% Commute>30mins   .225***  .013  .023*  .262***  -.115**  .218*** 
   (.035)  (.014)  (.010)  (.024)  (.037)  (.040) 
% Single Female Families   -2.15***  -.962***  -.165***  -.772***  .580***  -2.65*** 
   (.056)  (.025)  (.018)  (.039)  (.070)  (.081) 
Median Year Built   -.060*  .018  .014  .019  .334***  -.060 
   (.028)  (.012)  (.009)  (.020)  (.031)  (.034) 
Total Population   -.047  -.182***  -.029  -.130*  -.763***  .065 
   (.096)  (.039)  (.028)  (.066)  (.101)  (.109) 
Constant   .728***  .861***  .973***  1.68***  -2.10***  -.383*** 
   (.061)  (.026)  (.018)  (.042)  (.066)  (.074) 

N  4,346 4,346 4,352 4,352 4,351 4,351 4,352 4,352 4,343 4,343 4,330 4,330 

Effect Size  
            

∆ Pred(Y) due to unit ∆ in 
Census Response Rate  .400 .156 .145 .030 .084 .057 .158 .055 .080 .047 .698 .294 

Notes: Entries in columns 1-5 are coefficients and standard errors from  bivariate and multivariate maximum likelihood regression models with beta-distributed dependent 
variables. Entries in column 6 are coefficients and robust standard errors from bivariate and multivariate GLM models with logit link functions. 
*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001, based upon two-tailed hypothesis tests. 
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Figure 1. Census Response Rate and Social Capital in Chicago Neighborhoods (1994-95 Chicago Community Survey) 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Notes:  N=342 "Neighborhood Clusters." Entries along arrowed lines are unstandardized coefficients from eight separate OLS regression models w/ robust 
standard errors. All models include controls for neighborhood Median Income, % College Educated, Unemployment Rate, % Black, % Foreign Born, 
Homeownership Rates, Residential Mobility, Long Distance Commuting, Reported Crime Victimhood, and Total Population. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001.
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Figure 2.  Correlation Between State-Level Census Response Rate and Existing Social 
Capital Measures in Year 2000 
 

Panel A. Putnam's State Social Capital Index 

 
 

Panel B. Hawes et al. (2013) State Social Capital Measure 
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